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Abstract. Objective. The measurement of performance in the delivery of recommended vaccinations for
children is used frequently as a marker for quality of
care and as an outcome for studies of interventions to
improve immunization coverage levels. The critical element of immunization performance measurement is
the determination of immunization status. This methodologic review 1) discusses immunization status as a
measure of quality of primary care for children, 2) describes immunization status measures used in immunization intervention studies, and 3) examines selected
technical issues of immunization status measurement.
Methods and Topics. 1) Description of the characteristics of immunization status measurements obtained
by a systematic review of studies published between
1980 and 1997 on interventions to raise immunization
coverage, and 2) illustration of technical considerations
for immunization status measurement using one local
database and one national database of immunization
histories. Technical issues for immunization status measurement include 1) the need to use documented immunization histories rather than parental recall to determine immunization status, 2) the need to link records
across providers to obtain complete records, 3) the sensitivity of immunization status to missing immunization
data, and 4) the potential of measures incorporating
combinations of immunizations to underestimate the
degree of vaccination in a population.
Conclusions. Immunization performance measurement has many characteristics of a robust quality of care
measure, including high acceptance by primary care
providers of routine vaccination, association of immunization status with the conduct of other clinical preventive services, agreed-on technical and programmatic
standards of care, and legislative requirements for medical record documentation. However, it is not without
challenges. Careful attention to technical issues has
potential to improve immunization delivery health
services research. Pediatrics 1999;103:889 – 897; immunization, vaccination, performance measurement,
quality of care, children.
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T

he President’s Advisory Commission on
Consumer Protection and Quality in the
Health Care Industry stated in 1998 that “the
purpose of the health care system must be to continuously reduce the impact and burden of illness,
injury, and disability, and to improve the health
and functioning of the people of the United
States.”1 Consistent with this viewpoint, outcomeoriented goals in child health define the ultimate
test for the adequacy of efforts to improve child
health care. The numerous disease-related objectives in Healthy People 2000 and the proposed
Healthy People 2010 provide additional emphasis
on outcomes.2
However, serious adverse health outcomes are
infrequent events in the general population of children, making the testing of interventions to improve child health difficult and expensive to conduct when the primary outcome measure is
reduction of disease morbidity or mortality. Health
services research studies of modest size testing innovative interventions seldom have adequate
power to detect clinically meaningful differences
in disease incidence, health status, or morbidity.
Process measures are frequently used as intermediate measures to overcome limitations in study
power to detect differences in disease outcomes.
The relative ease of demonstrating improvement in
the process of health care (compared with outcomes) provides substantial advantage, albeit with
the need to infer indirectly from process to outcome. For immunizations, this inference is on solid
ground because the process of vaccination is highly
associated with both protection from vaccine-preventable disease (VPD) and reduction of VPD rates.3
This strong link between process and outcome
makes immunization status one of the most commonly used measures of child health status and the
adequacy of preventive care.
Despite the existence of an accepted immunization schedule, no standardized measures exist for
program evaluation or health services research related to childhood immunization. Several factors
account for variation in immunization status mea-
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sures, such as 1) the vaccines included in combination measures, 2) the timing and definitions of
“due” and “overdue” for vaccination, 3) the age or
age range used to calculate immunization status,
and 4) the sources and validation of immunization
histories. This variation makes selection of immunization status measures for studies difficult and
complicates interpretation of study results and
comparison across studies.
The purpose of this methodology article is to 1)
discuss immunization status as a measure of quality of primary care for children, 2) describe immunization status measures used in studies testing the
impact of interventions to raise childhood vaccination coverage levels, and 3) examine key technical
issues of immunization status measurement.
IMMUNIZATION STATUS AND QUALITY OF CARE

Routine vaccination is the most cost-effective
clinical preventive service for children, saving both
lives and dollars.4 Universal childhood vaccination
has wide acceptance among primary care providers, with an accepted technical standard of care
that is endorsed by the three major recommending
groups: the federal Advisory Committee on Immunization Practices, the American Academy of Pediatrics’ Committee on Infectious Diseases, and the
American Academy of Family Physicians. This
standard is the routine immunization schedule,
and it has been harmonized among the three recommending groups since 1994, thus reducing confusion about the acceptable timing of vaccinations.
Because of the licensing of new vaccines and new
scientific information about vaccine safety and efficacy, the harmonized schedule changes frequently and is updated formally once per year.
Changes in the schedule challenge researchers by
making the standard a moving target.
An additional set of standards of care exists for
the delivery of childhood vaccination: The Standards for Pediatric Immunization Practices.5 These
standards also are endorsed by the major provider
groups; they describe recommended practices for
delivery of vaccinations, including vaccinating at
all visit types, reducing cost barriers, operating recall and reminder systems, routine assessment of
coverage, and handling vaccines properly.
Because these standards are detailed and prescriptive, they make useful benchmarks against
which to measure the quality of services delivered.
Additionally, federal law requires documentation
in the provider’s medical chart of vaccines in the
National Childhood Vaccine Injury Compensation
Program (which includes all the vaccines recommended for universal use), and the Vaccines for
Children program (VFC) requires medical record
documentation of VFC eligibility status. These reporting requirements have meant that vaccines delivered by a provider generally can be found by
medical chart review. Providers frequently have a
designated page in their medical charts to document the vaccines and their dates of administration, additionally simplifying chart review.
The combination of agreed-on standards and leg890
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islatively required documentation ensures the feasibility of measuring the adherence to these quality
standards. Furthermore, primary care providers
generally regard deviation from the quality standards as unsatisfactory care. These attributes make
performance measurement of immunizations popular among those with a need to assess quality of
care. For example, immunization performance is a
prominent part of the effectiveness of care portion
of the Healthplan Employer Data and Information
Set (HEDIS) that measures the quality of service
delivery for managed care organizations;6 almost all
the Child Health Insurance Program plans will use
immunization as a quality of care measure; and
national-level vaccination coverage is a widely
cited Healthy People 2000 objective.
Although immunization is important by itself, a
number of studies have shown an association of the
adequacy of immunization delivery with the adequacy of the delivery of other routinely recommended clinical preventive services and with adherence to the number of recommended health
supervision visits by children. Compared with children who are up to date (UTD) on vaccinations,
underimmunized children have much lower rates
of screening for lead exposure and anemia and have
fewer health supervision visits.7–10 Furthermore,
children not UTD with immunizations have higher
rates of anemia or lead-exposure than completely
vaccinated children.11 Interventions that cause underimmunized children to go to their primary care
provider improve not only immunization coverage
but also the performance of other clinical preventive services.12–14
In summary, agreed-on standards for a service
that is recommended and widely accepted for universal implementation and associated with the conduct of other health supervision activities make
immunization performance measurement a robust
indicator of quality of preventive care. To fulfill the
promise of a high-quality measure, however, the
use of immunization measurement and the technical aspects of measurement deserve close attention.
IMMUNIZATION STATUS MEASUREMENT:
1980 –1997

To describe the characteristics of immunization
measures used in the childhood health services
research literature, we conducted a systematic review of literature on studies of interventions to
raise immunization coverage levels. We reviewed
studies that were accepted by the Task Force for
Community Preventive Services to make recommendations about techniques to raise community
immunization coverage levels. The Task Force, an
independent advisory body to the Department of
Health and Human Services, makes recommendations on methods to improve community health to
public health officials, providers, managed care organizations, and other policy- and decision-makers.15
Immunization studies accepted by the Task
Force met the following characteristics: publication
or presentation between 1980 and 1997, in the En-
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glish language and conducted in a developed country, testing an intervention to raise coverage levels,
and having a control group. The Task Force rated
each study on the fit between the design and the
hypothesis and on the adequacy of the study execution.16 The studies having the least appropriate
design for the hypothesis and the weakest execution were excluded from consideration. For this
article, we restricted further our analysis to the 48
studies concerning children that had a primary outcome measure of immunization coverage.14,17– 63 By
using the Task Force-accepted studies, we were
able to review good-quality studies, but we were
limited in our review to intervention studies. Studies on barriers to immunization, for example, were
not included in the review, although most of them
include an assessment of immunization status.
Each study was reviewed to determine 1) the date
the study was conducted; 2) the vaccines assessed;
3) which combination(s) of vaccines was reported;
4) whether individual vaccination status was reported; 5) the actual measure used (eg, age-appropriate, UTD, of a combination); 6) whether a “grace
period” was allowed before counting a child delayed in immunizations; 7) whether minimum
spacing intervals were used to determine which
doses are valid (eg, explicitly not counting a fourth
diphtheria, tetanus, and pertussis (DTP) if given ,6
months after the third DTP); 8) whether minimum
age criteria were used to determine which doses are
valid (eg, not counting measles, mumps, and rubella (MMR) given before first birthday); 9) the age
range of the study participants; 10) the data source
(parent recall, provider records, immunization registry, shot cards, school or day care records, or
billing files); and 11) whether parents were contacted to identify the sources of immunization for
their child.
Table 1 shows the characteristics of the studies
reviewed. None of the studies used parental recall
as the source of immunization data, whereas most
relied on provider records or immunization registries without parent contact to identify all immunization providers. The vast majority of studies
used UTD immunization status measures rather
than age-appropriate vaccination status. Few studies used minimum spacing intervals or minimum
age criteria to determine whether to count administered doses as valid.
New vaccines tended to be excluded from combination measures. There were 24 studies conducted after 1990 that measured coverage of at least
two vaccines. Of those studies, 11 (46%) included
Haemophilus influenzae (Hib) vaccine coverage in
the measured outcomes. There were 12 studies conducted after 1992 that included at least two vaccines, and only 2 (17%) included hepatitis B (HBV)
vaccine. No studies included varicella vaccine.
Combined-series measures were used frequently,
with a total of 24 different combination series measures used. The most common combined series was
the four DTP, three polio, and one MMR combination series (eight studies), followed by a combina-

TABLE 1.
Characteristics of Immunization Status Measures
in 48 Controlled Intervention Trials Published Between 1980
and 1997
Characteristic

Number of
Studies
(% of total)

Vaccines included
DTP
Polio
MMR
Hib
HBV
Varicella
Reported immunization status measures
Combination only
Single vaccines only
Both combination and single vaccines
Type of immunization status measure
UTD at given age
Age-appropriate
Combination/other
Use of minimum spacing interval criteria
Use of minimum age criteria
Data source
Parent recall
Provider records
Immunization registry
Shot cards
School/day care records
Billing records
Serology
Parent contact to identify providers

37 (77)
33 (69)
29 (60)
11 (23)
3 (6)
0 (0)
15 (31)
26 (54)
7 (15)
35 (73)
7 (15)
6 (13)
7 (15)
5 (10)
0 (0)
27 (56)
6 (13)
8 (17)
4 (8)
1 (2)
2 (4)
5 (10)

tion with three DTP and two polio vaccinations (six
studies).
KEY TECHNICAL ISSUES

This section describes measurement issues to
consider when planning an investigation. Measurement issues include the immunization status function, data sources, the relationship between missing data and misclassification, and the use of
combination series measures. An important consideration that is beyond the scope of the article is
sample frame for provider-based immunization
performance measurement. Darden and Taylor
have reviewed this topic recently.64,65
Characteristics of Immunization Status Measures

The two most commonly used immunization status measures are “age-appropriate” and “up-todate.” Age-appropriate is applied to a population or
cohort of children that varies in age, and the measure indicates the proportion of children who have
adequate vaccination for their age.66 UTD generally
indicates the proportion of children in a population
with adequate immunizations at a certain age
threshold or age range. With the current emphasis
on the Healthy People 2000 objectives, UTD usually means the proportion UTD at 24 months of age.
UTD measures also can have a range of ages rather
than an age threshold at which immunization status is calculated. For example, the National Immunization Survey and the National Health Interview
Survey (NHIS) report the immunization status of
children 19 to 35 months of age as the proportion
UTD at the time of the interview.
Immunization status measures use an immuniza-
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tion status function that determines the immunization status of an individual child. This function
relies on an immunization schedule, an individual’s immunization history, an age for calculation,
and a “grace period” (during which a child may be
vaccine-eligible but not “past due”) to determine
the individual’s immunization status. The immunization schedule is a vector of pairs of vaccinations and their recommended ages of administration; the immunization record is a vector of pairs of
vaccinations and the actual ages of administration;
and the immunization status usually is a categorical variable— either UTD or not UTD at the given
age, using the given grace period. Many studies use
combinations of vaccines in the schedule when
calculating immunization status. Because underimmunization is the condition being measured, it
sometimes is convenient to use the inverse of immunization status, the underimmunization status,
as the primary measure (Fig 1).
Depending on the purpose for which the status
function is used, the schedule can be more complex
than a simple vector of vaccination and age pairs.
For example, most of the vaccine recommendations
have a minimum spacing requirement that, if violated, invalidates at least one of the doses administered. These spacing requirements may have clinical importance, but comparisons between study
groups frequently ignore them. For example, Table
1 shows that only 15% of the intervention studies
used minimum spacing intervals to invalidate administered doses. In terms of coverage estimates,
however, the consequence of ignoring or using the
minimum spacing intervals or minimum age recommendations may be substantial. Vivier and
colleagues demonstrated a 27 percentage point difference (50% to 77%) in UTD combined-series coverage when minimum spacing intervals and minimum age criteria were adhered to, compared with a
calculation that ignored interval and age criteria.67
An additional complication is that the harmonized immunization schedule recommends age
ranges for many vaccines, rather than specific ages.
Thus, acceptable practice can vary from provider to
provider. The Advisory Committee on Immunization Practices is currently studying methods to
standardize immunization status algorithms. The
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention has developed a standardized methodology and computer
program to determine the immunization coverage
level of a clinic. This Clinic Assessment Software
Application is available at http://www.cdc.gov/

nip/casa. This application has provided the basis
for several published studies,61,21 and is the standard method for assessing health department clinics.
When immunization status is summarized for a
population, age-appropriate and UTD vaccination
status have different characteristics. Figure 2 shows
the nonlinear relationship between age and ageappropriate immunization status for a hypothetic
population. Age-appropriate measures can have
more variation in the ages of the study participants
than can UTD measures. For example, age-appropriate coverage has been applied to the lifetime
immunization history of school enterers68 and
emergency department patients.69 In contrast, UTD
measures tend to have narrow age ranges and are
best suited to cross-sectional studies.
Because of the emphasis on reducing the delay in
immunization, some studies have used a direct
measure of days of delay. Days of delay relates
closely to age-appropriate vaccination coverage because it uses age-appropriate status in the calculation. Using the immunization status function, the
days of delay in immunization is the sum of the
number of days during the study period in which
the subject is not UTD (Fig 3). This number can be
divided by the subject’s age or by the duration of an
intervention to calculate a proportion indicating
the relative time spent unprotected by vaccination.
However, as a proportion, days of delay is difficult
to interpret. Comparison across studies also is difficult using days of delay, but the measure has
some intuitive appeal because it represents the
quantity of time spent incompletely protected from
VPD.

Fig 1. Immunization status function for an individual, showing
the relation between the schedule, the administration age for
vaccines, and immunization status.

Fig 2. Immunization status for a populations using an ageappropriate measure. The percent of a hypothetic population
that is UTD for age is shown.
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Data Sources: Parents, Charts, and Hand-held Records

One might assume that the gold standard for
immunization status would be serologic tests of
immunity, but serology falls short on a number of
counts. First, it may not distinguish between disease and vaccination. Second, it cannot determine
the number of doses of a vaccine if the number is
.1. Third, serology may be negative where the
antibody is no longer present despite adequate immunization. Fourth, no serologic test for immunity
exists for some vaccines, such as pertussis.
The current gold standard for measuring the process of vaccination uses parent-linked and provider-validated immunization status. Parent-linked
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Fig 3. Days of delay function for an individual showing the
relation between the schedule, the administration age for vaccine, the immunization status, and the cumulative number of
days of delay in vaccination.

means asking parents to name all immunization
providers for their child; provider-validated means
obtaining the immunization records for each child
and combining them into a single record. The
CDC’s National Immunization Survey70 and the immunization component for 19- to 35-month-old
children in the NHIS71 currently use this method.
The major disadvantage of the method is that the
researcher must obtain information from at least
two sources (the parent and the provider), a process
more time-consuming and expensive than simple
chart review.
Multiple studies document the inaccuracy of parents as the sole source of immunization histories.72–75 For example, 78% of parents of underimmunized children in the 1994 NHIS immunization
supplement incorrectly thought that their child
was UTD.76 In the same survey, half of the children
whose parents said received no vaccinations actually had complete immunizations. The complex
and ever-changing immunization schedule most
likely explains much of the inaccuracy of parental
recall. It is difficult for providers to keep up with
the schedule, even more so for parents.
The single provider record check method lies
intermediate between parental recall of vaccination
and a parent-linked, provider-verified measure.
The validity of this method depends on the frequency and reliability with which medical records
include immunizations administered in other sites,
such as health department clinics or other primary
care providers. Because the proportion of vaccinations given at health department clinics varies geographically, by specialty type,77 and by insurance
type, the accuracy of this method depends on factors specific to any given study and must be determined individually.
To illustrate the impact of scattered immunization records, we analyzed the 1995 NHIS Provider
Record Check Study, comparing the number and
type of vaccinations recorded in the chart of the
most recent immunization provider and the first
immunization provider with the number and type
of vaccinations recorded by all providers for children having more than one immunization provider.
Immunization histories of children 19 to 35 months
of age collected during the 1995 NHIS were verified

by the providers reported to have administered the
child’s vaccines. Up to three providers were contacted per child. The providers were asked to report
all immunizations in their records for the child
surveyed, regardless of whether they or another
provider administered the vaccinations. We restricted our analysis to children whose parents reported more than one immunization provider.
Of the 1352 children 19 to 35 months of age in
the 1995 NHIS who had provider-verified immunization histories, a total of 304 (22%) had more than
one provider. Table 2 shows impact of missing
immunization histories. Depending on the specific
vaccine, the immunization coverage levels determined by using only immunizations recorded by
the most recent provider were from 9.6 to 13.4
percentage points lower than the coverage levels
determined by using all provider-verified immunizations. This discrepancy is similar in magnitude
to the effect sizes of many impact studies.16 Furthermore, this measure of impact on record scattering is a conservative estimate because the researcher conducting medical chart reviews may not
know whether the provider is the most recent immunization provider. If the first immunization provider record is used, the discrepancy between true
coverage and measured coverage is as high as 35
percentage points. Yawn and colleagues showed
similar discrepancies attributable to record scattering.78
Data Completeness and Misclassification

Routine immunization covers a series of events
rather than an individual event. For example, recommendations include a minimum of 15 vaccinations during the first 2 years of life. If one uses a
combination series-complete measure of immunization status, a child missing at least one vaccination is considered not UTD—an extreme dichotomization of immunization status that is seen
commonly in the literature. Because missing data
are indistinguishable from missing vaccinations, a
single missing datum will misclassify an UTD child
TABLE 2.
Differences in Immunization Coverage Levels
Measured by Using Immunization Histories From the First Provider and the Most Recent Provider Compared With Histories
Combined Across All Providers
Vaccines
Included

41DTP/DtaP
31Polio
11MMR
31Hib
31Hepatitis B
4:3:1
4:3:1:3
4:3:1:3:3

Coverage Level Difference in
Difference in
Using All
Coverage When Coverage When
Provider
Using Only the Using Only the
Records
Most Recent First Provider
Provider
Records
Records
78.2
86.2
90.5
90.5
66.9
76.6
75.2
54.1

212.4
213.4
29.6
211.8
29.8
212.8
212.9
212.4

233.5
228.5
234.6
215.6
217.7
232.3
232.2
218.2

Analysis was restricted to children 19 to 35 months of age with
more than one provider (n 5 304) in the 1995 National Health
Interview Survey Provider Record Check Study.
All numbers shown are absolute percentage points.
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as not UTD. The direction of the error introduced
by missing data is to decrease measured coverage
below true coverage. The magnitude of the error is
much greater than generally appreciated.
To illustrate the biasing effect of missing data on
coverage estimates, one can consider a population
of 2-year-old children completely UTD. If the dataset includes all immunizations with no missing
data, the measured coverage and the true coverage
would both equal 100%. However, if missing immunizations are independently and randomly distributed throughout the dataset, then the misclassification rate is equal to 1 minus the data
completeness rate raised to the number of vaccinations required for UTD status. For a 15-vaccination
series, when 1% of the vaccinations are missing
(ie, the data are 99% complete), the proportion of
children UTD who are misclassified as not UTD is
(12 .9915) 5 14%. Thus, only 1% missing data will
misclassify 14% of UTD children. If 2% of the data
are missing, 26% of the population will be misclassified; 3% missing data cause 37% to be misclassified; 5% missing data cause greater than half (54%)
of the UTD population to be misclassified. If missing data are assumed to cluster around vaccination
visits, the exponent becomes 7 (for the seven vaccination visits) instead of 15, but the resulting relationship still shows a dramatic rise in misclassification with missing data (1% missing data cause
7% to be misclassified; 2% 3 13%; 5% 3 30%;
10% 3 52%).
This sensitivity of series-complete coverage to
missing data can jeopardize the validity of conclusions drawn from comparisons of study groups that
differ only modestly in terms of missing vaccine
information. For example, consider the situation in
which one arm of an intervention trial involves
tracking immunization status (eg, a test of a recall
system) and the control arm does not track immunizations. The data collection might bias the outcomes if the intervention arm documents in the
medical record vaccinations given elsewhere
whereas the control arm does not. The exponential
relation between misclassification and missing
data then would magnify the introduced bias. This
particular problem arises because many immunization interventions involve some method of gathering, tracking, or assessing vaccination records.
Measures of Complete Combination Series Versus
Individual Vaccine Measures

Many intervention studies report vaccination
coverage as combination series-complete measures
that combine into a single status measure all the
vaccines for which the study subject was eligible.
Because the epidemiology for each disease in the
combination measure differs, the appropriate disease prevention strategies must be tailored to balance effectiveness with cost, feasibility, and safety.
Ideally, immunization status measures should
align with currently accepted disease prevention
strategies (eg, eradication of polio; elimination of
measles, rubella, and invasive Haemophilus influenzae disease; and control of mumps, pertussis,
894
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diphtheria, tetanus, varicella, HBV, and rotavirus).
However, when immunization coverage is reported
as a combination series measure, the coverage of
specific vaccines cannot be determined, which in
turn creates a problem in the translation of the
process of vaccination into the outcome of protection from VPD. Single-vaccine measures can be
linked more easily to their corresponding diseases,
the strategies for their prevention, and their incidence goals for the year 2010 than can combination
measures.
The two primary problems with combined-series
measures are 1) the historical relegation of new
vaccines to the status of “second-class citizens”
because of failure to become part of generally accepted series, and 2) the nearly complete uncoupling of disease prevention strategies and goals
from series measures that results from expansion of
small series, such as the 4:3:1 series into more
comprehensive series, such as the 4:3:1:3:3:1 series.
This section presents the pros and cons of using
combined-series measures instead of single-vaccine measures.
Combined-series measures tend to exclude
newer vaccines. Hib vaccine was recommended for
routine administration more than a decade ago;
however, less than half of the studies in the past
decade that use combination-series measures included Hib vaccine. Failure of the commonly used
combined series to include HBV and varicella vaccines may have had the effect of taking the pressure
off evaluating their individual performances. With
such low incidences of the diseases covered by the
4:3:1 series, the new vaccines, such as varicella and
rotavirus, likely provide the most important opportunities for reducing the burden of VPD.
The combined-series measure can be misleading,
because the vaccine with the lowest coverage dominates the results, primarily reflecting the lowest
coverage of a single vaccine in the series. For example, the current 78% coverage rate for the 4:3:1
series primarily represents the coverage level for
the fourth dose of DTaP (81%), the vaccine with the
lowest coverage in the series. Coverage for each of
the other doses is 90% or greater. Adding varicella
coverage to the series today would lower the coverage rate for the combined series from 78% to
,26%.79 The misleading nature of long series of
combination measures will increase with the introduction of newly recommended vaccines into the
series.
Combined-series coverage levels do not correspond well with degree of population protection
from VPD. The combined-series measure ignores
the fact that most underimmunized children have
received most of their vaccines. Combination measures count a child as underimmunized whether he
or she is missing one dose of one vaccine or all
vaccines. To illustrate this effect, we reanalyzed a
set of immunization histories obtained for the control group of an intervention trial described elsewhere.14 Although the combination-series complete
coverage using DTP, polio, MMR, and Hib vaccines
was 74.7% for this group, 93.7% of the recom-
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too much information. Coverage rates of generally
accepted vaccines are closely correlated, and reporting many similar numbers measuring similar
processes may confuse the consumer of the information. It is encouraging, however, that greater
than half of the intervention studies reviewed reported single-vaccine coverage as an outcome.
CONCLUSIONS

Fig 4. Vaccination performance for a cohort of children (n 5
719) in the control group of an immunization intervention trial14
comparing performance by child and by vaccination. The left
pie chart shows a child-level analysis defining UTD as coverage
with DTP, polio, MMR, and Hib vaccines. The right pie chart
shows a vaccine-level analysis for the same cohort of children.

mended vaccines actually were administered to the
subjects (Fig 4). When restricting the analysis to
children not UTD for the combination of vaccines,
one can identify the vaccines administered to children who were vaccinated incompletely. Greater
than half of the not UTD children had received
MMR vaccination, greater than half had received
three or four DTP vaccines, and greater than half
had received three HBV vaccines. Only 6.3% of the
children who were not UTD for the combination
series (1.6% of the study population) had received
no vaccination at all.
Combination measures do not pinpoint problems
with specific vaccines and therefore fail to identify
specific prevention opportunities. For example, the
quickest way to improve the 4:3:1 coverage might
be to improve DTaP4 coverage among children
missing only the fourth (and least important) dose
of DTaP. However, better prevention opportunities
may be found among severely underimmunized
vulnerable populations at risk for many VPD or
with underutilized new vaccines.
The combined-series measure may not be valid
for historical or cross-national comparisons. The
current combined-series measures includes polio
vaccination, which will be discontinued after certifying the world as polio-free. Thus, the 4:3:1 measure will become a “4:1” measure in a few years,
and after measles eradication it will be a “4” measure. Other developed countries report vaccination
coverage by individual vaccine.
Combination measures, however, have certain
advantages, primarily the convenience and simplicity of a single-number interpretation of vaccination coverage that is familiar to researchers, providers, nonhealth care professionals, and policymakers. For example, HEDIS uses a series measure,
rather than individual vaccines. This use of a combined measure also reflects the clinical interpretation that would be used in a recall system. Underimmunized children normally would be recalled if
they needed any recommended vaccines.
The primary disadvantage of a set of individual
vaccine measures is the confusion resulting from

Child health services research commonly uses
immunization performance as a measure of quality
of care. Although it has many qualities of a robust
measure, such as high acceptability of vaccination
by primary care providers, association of immunization status with the conduct of other clinical
preventive services, agreed-on technical and programmatic standards of care, and legislative requirements for medical record documentation, its
use provides challenges. Key technical issues include using only provider-validated or hand-held
immunization records rather than parental recall,
linking records across providers in settings with
multiple providers per child, and using single-vaccine measures when possible. The most difficult
challenge for immunization performance measurement is the exponential relationship between missing immunization data and misclassification of immunization status. Because some study designs can
introduce ascertainment bias, the tendency of series measures to magnify the impact of missing
immunization data will, in turn, magnify the ascertainment bias. Careful attention to technical issues
can improve the accuracy of immunization health
services research and evaluations.
Implications

The gold standard for immunization status measurement—the parent-linked, provider-validated
measure—is expensive. It corresponds most closely
to true vaccination coverage level because it is the
measure least susceptible to missing data caused by
record-scattering or incomplete records. Selection
of immunization status measures has to be individualized to the purpose and design of the study and
to the availability of resources. Measured immunization coverage levels in studies set in communities where children receive immunizations from
multiple sources of care must be interpreted cautiously if linked records are not used.
An essential function of immunization registries
is their linkage of records from multiple providers
into a single record for each child. With this capability, they will become the new gold standard
measure of immunization status. A major benefit of
registries is their ability to provide a complete immunization record that can be used for clinical
decision-making. Widespread use of immunization
registries will enhance greatly the ability to conduct studies of barriers to timely vaccination, interventions to improve coverage, vaccine safety, and
vaccine efficacy.
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